To be useful in everyday environments, robots must be able to observe and learn about objects. Recent datasets enable progress for classifying data into known object categories; however, it is unclear how to collect reliable object data when operating in cluttered, partially-observable environments. In this paper, we address the problem of building complete 3D models for real-world objects using a robot platform, which can remove objects from clutter for better classification. Furthermore, we are able to learn entirely new object categories as they are encountered, enabling the robot to classify previously unidentifiable objects during future interactions. We build models of grasped objects using simultaneous manipulation and observation, and we guide the processing of visual data using a kinematic description of the robot to combine observations from different viewpoints and remove background noise. To test our framework, we use a mobile manipulation robot equipped with an RGBD camera to build voxelized representations of unknown objects and then classify them into new categories. We then have the robot remove objects from clutter to manipulate, observe, and classify them in real-time.
INTRODUCTION
Many robots are successful in controlled environments, but robots that can adapt to our daily lives are a work in progress. Robots that are in our homes perform only specific tasks, such as iRobot's vacuuming Roomba. Recently developed hardware platforms like Fetch Robotics' Fetch Figure 1 : HSR manipulating and observing an unknown object away from clutter. Learning-based classification methods are frequently trained using ideal instances of data. To classify objects in noisy, cluttered environments, our method uses interactive perception and kinematics to isolate objects and focus observations, bridging the gap between recent advances in computer vision and robot applications.
[30] and Toyota's Human Support Robot ("HSR") [32] are trying to bridge this gap, but there are many challenges in perception that need to be addressed before personal robots are a viable product in unstructured, human environments.
Object Detection Methods
Most home-service tasks involve interaction with household objects; naturally, a good object detector is a necessary stepping stone for the success of personal robots. Object detection in indoor scenes is well-studied and methods such as Mask R-CNN [13] , Fast R-CNN [10] , SSD [18] , and R-FCN [14] perform well with single RGB image frames. The availability of large amounts of labeled training data from datasets like MS-COCO [17] and ImageNet [23] are a key contributor to the success of learning-based 2D image classification methods. One limitation of 2D image classification is not leveraging the performance benefits of 3D sensors [12, 26, 28] ; the availability of low-cost cameras providing additional depth information (RGBD) has sparked interest in 2.5D-and 3D-based object detection. Though not as thoroughly studied as 2D images, methods like VoxelNet [21] and PointNet [9] perform well in the 3D dataset ModelNet40 [31] , which consists of CAD models for 40 objects converted to voxel grids of size 30 × 30 × 30. Unfortunately, dataset-driven classification performance can degrade in cluttered environments with occlusions or when observing objects absent during training. Furthermore, even when application-specific datasets provide a more focused prior [16] , it is impossible to model every object that a robot will encounter in real-world environments. Hence, it is imperative that robots learn to recognize new objects.
Interactive Perception
For robot perception, applying data-driven detection methods alone is wasting a critical asset: robots can take explicit actions to improve sensing and understanding of their environments (see Figure 1) . Accordingly, Active Perception (AP) [3, 2] and Interactive Perception (IP) [5] are two areas of research exploiting robot-specific capabilities to improve perception. Compared to structure from motion [1, 19] , which requires feature matching or scene flow to relate images, AP exploits knowledge of a robot's relative position to relate images and improve 3D reconstruction. Furthermore, AP can select future view locations that improve object detection and classification [7, 33] . In addition to AP, IP leverages physical interactions with the environment to create novel sensory signals that otherwise would not exist. Robots have pushed objects to improve visual segmentation [25, 24, 29] , performed grasp-rotate-release operations to recognize objects [4] , and even shake and drop objects to learn human-provided labels through the ensuing visual, acoustic, and joint-torque signals [27] .
Object Classification using Interactive Perception
In work by Krainin et al. [15] and Browatzki et al. [6] , grasped objects are manipulated through many observable poses to generate a more informative collective observation. However, rather than relying on post-processing algorithms to fuse disjoint data, in this work, RGBD-based observations are combined using only kinematic information, which is readily available using a robot's joint-encoders. We call this process Kinematically-Informed Interactive Perception (KIIP). Furthermore, rather than focusing on 3D reconstruction of objects alone, we use KIIP to classify unknown objects. To learn classifications, we use KIIP on grasped objects to rapidly train our shallow object-learning network, which can optionally work in conjunction with previous training on ModelNet40 [31] . After learning new classifications, we remove unknown objects from dense piles of clutter, observe them using KIIP, and then classify them into newly-learned object categories. Essentially, we are using KIIP to bridge the gap between learning-based classification methods and interactive robot perception in unstructured environments.
KINEMATICALLY-INFORMED INTERACTIVE PERCEPTION
This section defines the process of implementing Kinematically-Informed Interactive Perception (KIIP). KIIP uses simultaneous manipulation and observation of grasped objects to transform a series of 2.5D point cloud images into an accurate 3D voxel representation. Section 2.1 describes the physical robot and grasped object assumptions along with sensing requirements. Section 2.2 details the interactive process of object manipulation and observation. Finally, Section 2.3 contains signal processing details for generating the output occupancy grid. The overall KIIP process is depicted in Figure 2 .
Robot Assumptions
The primary three assumptions for implementing KIIP are that 1) a rigid object is grasped by 2) a robot equipped with sufficient degrees of freedom (DOF) and actuation to re-position the grasped target with a full rotation relative to 3) a sensor capable of generating point cloud data. Regarding 1), the grasped object is assumed rigid to maintain a consistent geometric shape relative to the gripper, thereby merging with the gripper as a rigid body with known, controlled changes in position. Also, while detecting grasp positions and picking up objects is not part of this study, there are reliable methods available using similar robot configurations [11, 20] . For 2), it is possible for the manipulator arm to have less dexterity, but this can result in a less complete output voxel representation. Example sensors for 3) include (but are not limited to) a Microsoft Kinect, ASUS Xtion, or stereo camera.
In this work, we use a Toyota HSR, which has a 4-DOF manipulator arm mounted on a torso with prismatic and revolute joints and a differential drive base [32] . For sensing, we use HSR's Xtion PRO LIVE RGBD camera, which is mounted on a 2-DOF gimbal. The camera output is converted and published as a point cloud ROS message.
Object Interaction and Observation
The purpose of manipulating and observing the grasped object is to transform a series of 2.5D point cloud images into an accurate 3D voxel representation. Ideally, the object is re-positioned along two separate full rotations of orthogonal axes to ensure that observations are made over all object surfaces. Unfortunately, this level of dexterity is not feasible for most platforms. One way to bypass this limitation is to grasp the object from multiple positions, but this eliminates the kinematic consistency between the sets of observations.
In this work, we re-position the grasped objects along 13 
Signal Processing and Output Occupancy Grid
The first step of signal processing is transforming points from their native camera frame to the gripper frame. The corresponding transformation matrix is found using the kinematic rigid-body description of the robot and jointangle encoders. While manually performing this transform is possible, we use the tf ROS package [8] since the point cloud messages are natively in ROS. Transforming point cloud data to the gripper frame has two benefits. First, it ensures that as the perspective of the grasped object changes, all of the point cloud surfaces associated with the grasped object are aligned (see Figure 4) . Second, it enables us to apply a consistent spatial filter from within the gripper frame to remove background points and focus on the grasped object.
The second and third signal processing steps are removing signal and background noise from point cloud data. We filter signal noise using the median value of each index point for 10 point cloud messages, which are observed while the gripper is stationary relative to the camera (more sophisticated point cloud filtering methods are also available [22] ). In the third step, we apply our spatial filter, which removes all points outside of a 10 cm cube extending directly from the gripper. This filter removes background noise and ensures that output data is focused on the grasped object.
The final signal processing step is combining all 20 point cloud perspectives into a single 3D voxel representation. This is done by adding all of the transformed, filtered point cloud data together and projecting the sum to a 30 × 30 × 30 occupancy grid. As a final noise-reduction measure, the occupancy grid is thresholded so that all voxels corresponding to less than 4 points are 0.
Three Object Classification Networks
Using the KIIP-generated 30 × 30 × 30 occupancy grid for grasped objects, we learn and identify object classifications using three example neural networks. Given that the overall classification framework operates using KIIP on a physical robot, we have identified two primary goals for the architecture design of the classification networks. First, networks should be able to train using a small number of KIIP-based instances. Second, networks should have a rapid training time for real-time applications. One approach for overcoming limited instances of KIIP-collected data is pre-training on an existing 3D dataset (e.g., ModelNet), thereby enabling a network with more parameters without a large number of KIIP object interactions. Another approach is restricting the number of layers and using a shallow network, which has the additional benefit of being rapidly trainable. Altogether, we test three classification networks: one trained using an existing 3D dataset (FG), one trained only using KIIP data (OL-E2E), and one using both (FG-OL).
Feature Generator Network (FG)
Given the similarity of our output occupancy grid to objects in ModelNet, we chose to train a Feature Generator network (FG) on ModelNet10 [31] . For comparison to our other networks, FG acts as a dataset-trained baseline. The FG architecture is inspired by Voxnet [21] , which consists of 2 conv3D layers followed by 2 fully connected layers. The FG network generates a 128 dimension feature vector for each of the training and testing instances (see Figure 5 , left). For each test instance, we assign the label of nearest (euclidean distance) training instance in the feature space.
FG-OL
Our hybrid object-learning network (FG-OL) first uses the FG network to generate a 128 dimension feature vector. We then add a 5 neuron fully connected layer with softmax to predict the class label (see Figure 5 , center). We train the added network using KIIP training examples and do a forward pass of the test feature vector for predicting the label.
OL-E2E
Unlike the previous network architectures, the end-toend object-learning network (OL-E2E) is shallow enough that it only uses KIIP data for training. The network consists of one 3D convolution layer with 32 filters followed by 2 fully connected layers with 32 and 5 neurons respectively (see Figure 5 , right).
Robot Experiments
We design and implement object classification experiments using our KIIP framework from Section 2 and all three test networks from Section 3. All object occupancy grids are generated using KIIP on HSR. In the first set of experiments (Section 4.1), we learn to classify household objects without any object-specific prior knowledge. As an additional challenge, because we are not limited objects conventionally found in datasets, we test our method on a novel object set of LEGO blocks assembled in various combinations (Section 4.2). In our experiments, we let the robot detect and pick up objects to ensure that there is significant variation in the object grasp position. During training, we also rotate the object so there is no inherent bias toward a single object grasp position. For testing, we place the object randomly within a set workspace and then let the mobile robot pick up the object. Discussion of experimental results is provided in Section 4.3.
Classifying Household Objects
The first set of experiments consists of the five common household objects shown in Figure 6 . The training set con- Table 1 : Classification results for household objects. Figure 6 shows the object classes with identification numbers. The paper cup is the only object misclassified.
sists of 8 grasp positions per object (40 instances total). For testing, the objects are laid out in front of HSR, with HSR picking up each object once for evaluation. To compare the three network architectures from Section 3 in a controlled experiment, we use the same KIIP instances for training and evaluation on all networks. Classification results for household objects are summarized in Table 1 .
Classifying Unconventional Objects
To test our learning and classification framework on unconventional objects not found in datasets, we perform a second set of experiments using the five unique LEGO structures shown in Figure 7 . We first collect KIIP data instances with 16 grip positions per object (80 instances total). To evaluate changes in classification performance against the number of unique KIIP object grasps used for training, we evaluate all three networks using multiple subsets of the total training set. To form the evaluation set of objects, LEGO structures from the training set are re-built using new blocks (changing object appearance, but not structure). To demonstrate our approach of removing objects from cluttered, partially-observable environments, the evaluation experiments begins with the LEGO structures densely piled together. To ensure that we have random grip positions, we let HSR grab the topmost object in the pile, use KIIP to classify the object, and then discard it; we repeat this process until all of the objects in the pile are removed and classified. As in Section 4.1, we use the same KIIP instances for training and evaluation on all networks. Table 2 : Classification results for LEGO objects. Figure 7 shows the object classes with identification numbers. Bold text indicates the best performer for each training dataset.
objects used for training and the pile of unknown objects used for evaluation. Classification results of the experiment are summarized in Table 2 .
Discussion of Experimental Results
For the household object experiments, all of the classification networks achieved an 80% classification accuracy. We see these experiments as evidence supporting the practicality of robots generating KIIP-based 3D models for object learning and classification. Furthermore, we are encouraged that the FG network, which is only trained on dataset object models, is able to classify household objects using KIIPbased object interactions.
For the more challenging LEGO object experiments, we find that the two KIIP-object trained classification networks perform best, with the OL-E2E network having an edge in overall accuracy across the various training configurations. As an additional consideration, the shallow OL-E2E network requires no a-priori object knowledge and has the fastest training time across all configurations (as fast as 14 seconds on single-GPU hardware). We take the LEGO object experiments to be an indicator that, when encountering new, unconventional objects, it is practical and beneficial to learn new categories of classification using KIIP-based object interactions for training.
Finally, we emphasize that the three networks used in this work are experimental. Developing new architectures or incorporating object appearance (e.g., color, texture, and product labels) should dramatically improve classification performance.
Conclusions
In this work, we introduce a framework for generating 3D representations of objects from a manipulation robot equipped with point cloud sensing. Compared to passive perception, our approach leverages actuation of the robot through object interactions, and our kinematicallyinformed interactive perception makes use of joint encoders that would have been otherwise wasted. For our implementation on a mobile robot with depth sensing, we were able to achieve an 80% classification accuracy on household objects using a network trained only on data collected by the robot itself. We find that our approach to interactive perception is a useful tool for implementing recent learning-based classification methods on a robot operating and collecting data in real-world environments.
For reproducibility, we will provide source code with the final paper. As an additional challenge, we use unknown LEGO objects to build KIIP-models and train our classification networks (top left). Then, using additional instances of the unknown objects (top right), HSR identifies and grasps the top-most object in the pile to classify it in the appropriate newly-learned category (bottom). The LEGO objects have mainly flat surfaces and less contour variability compared to the set of household objects.
